OBSERVED LIMITS ON CHARGE EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DIFFUSE X-RAY BACKGROUND
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Abstract

We present a high-resolution spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background from 0.1 to 1 keV for a ~1 sr region of the sky centered at $l = 90^\circ$, $b = +60^\circ$ using a 36 pixel array of microcalorimeters flown on a sounding rocket. With an energy resolution of 11 eV FWHM below 1 keV, the spectrum's observed line ratios help separate charge exchange contributions originating within the heliosphere from thermal emission of hot gas in the interstellar medium. The X-ray sensitivity below 1 keV was reduced by about a factor of four from contamination that occurred early in the flight, limiting the significance of the results. The observed centroid of helium-like O vii emission is $568.23 \pm 3$ eV at 90% confidence. Since the centroid expected for thermal emission is $568.4 \pm 4$ eV and for charge exchange is $564.2 \pm 2$ eV, thermal emission appears to dominate for this line complex. The dominance of thermal emission is consistent with much of the high-latitude O vii emission originating in $2-3 \times 10^6$ K gas in the Galactic halo. On the other hand, the observed ratio of C vi Ly$\alpha$ to Ly$\beta$ is $0.3 \pm 0.2$. The expected ratios are 0.04 for thermal emission and 0.24 for charge exchange, indicating that charge exchange must contribute strongly to this line and therefore potentially to the rest of the ROSAT R12 band usually associated with $10^6$ K emission from the Local Hot Bubble. The limited statistics of this experiment and systematic uncertainties due to the contamination require only >32% thermal emission for O vii and >20% from charge exchange for C vi at the 90% confidence level. An experimental gold coating on the silicon substrate of the array greatly reduced extraneous signals induced on nearby pixels from cosmic rays passing through the substrate, reducing the triggered event rate by a factor of 15 from a previous flight of the instrument.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The diffuse X-ray background below 1 keV is largely dominated by Galactic emission and is the source of most of our knowledge of the hot phases of the interstellar medium. Over the past decade, it has been realized that charge exchange between highly ionized metals in the solar wind and interstellar hydrogen and helium passing through the solar system should be producing X-ray emission that can mimic thermal emission from 1 to $3 \times 10^6$ K gas (Lisse et al. 1996; Cravens 1997; Cox 1998). Models of this solar wind charge exchange (SWCX) emission are limited by lack of detailed knowledge of the atomic physics and the solar wind composition (Dennerl 2010 and references therein), but the best calculations so far indicate that SWCX could be providing almost all of the emission observed in the ROSAT R12 band ($\sim 120-284$ eV) at low Galactic latitudes and a substantial fraction of the larger intensity seen in this band at high latitudes (Lallement 2004; Koutroumpa et al. 2009c).

The R12 band emission was originally thought to come mostly from a “Local Hot Bubble” (LHB), an irregular volume of $1.0 \times 10^6$ K gas of $\sim 100$ pc extent surrounding the Sun. The observed intensity is roughly uniform at low latitudes with extended parts of the bubble providing large patches that are 2–3 times brighter at higher latitudes. Additional bright areas come from large patches of $1.0 \times 10^6$ K gas in the Galactic halo and are partially absorbed by the intervening interstellar material (Kuntz & Snowden 2000; Snowden et al. 1998 and references therein). SWCX cannot reproduce the brighter patches, but replacement of all the LHB emission at low latitudes and a similar approximately uniform intensity at high latitudes would drastically change (and complicate) our picture of the local interstellar medium.

While current best estimates of SWCX with interstellar neutrals indicate that it can easily provide essentially all of the approximately uniform R12 band intensity seen at low latitudes, there is considerable astrophysical evidence suggesting that its contribution should be much less. There have been four all-sky surveys in bands approximating ROSAT R12. These surveys observed the same regions of the sky from different vantage points around Earth’s orbit and at various phases of the solar cycle, yet they all agree on intensity to a few percent (Snowden et al. 1995). Individual observations often see intensity variations, but these are attributed to charge exchange with neutrals in the magnetosheath, a process whose time variability has largely allowed it to be removed from maps of the R12 band intensity (Kuntz & Snowden 2008). The expected SWCX variations for interstellar neutrals have yet to be modeled, but the spatial distribution of the solar wind and its heavy ion content are strongly modulated by the solar cycle and the interplanetary emission differs considerably between the
“upstream” and “downstream” sides of the flow of interstellar neutrals through the solar system.

In the ROSAT R45 band (≈480–1200 eV), most of the Galactic emission is from 1.5 to 3 × 10^6 K gas in the disk and halo with significant contributions from stellar emission in the plane and toward the Galactic center. Shadowing observations of nearby molecular clouds show that most of this emission comes from distances > 200 pc (Snowden et al. 1993; Kuntz et al. 1997) and therefore SWCX cannot be a major contributor. However, some individual emission lines, particularly O vii and O viii K lines, provide interesting and useful diagnostics of the poorly understood distribution of this hotter interstellar gas (Yoshino et al. 2009) and there is both expectation and evidence that SWCX can contribute significantly to these lines (Gupta et al. 2009).

Time variations in the solar wind would seemingly allow easy isolation of a SWCX contribution to the diffuse X-ray background, but variations in the solar wind flux with solar cycle are partially canceled by a correlated variation in depletion of H I exchange targets by photoionization. One might also expect variation with solar system viewing geometry. This has in fact been observed (Koutroupa et al. 2009a) and further observations are planned (Galeazzi et al. 2011). However, these variations are a small fraction of the total predicted SWCX emission, so large and uncertain correction factors must be applied to the measured values.

Another avenue for distinguishing SWCX contributions lies in high spectral resolution observations. The differences are subtle since thermal emission in this temperature range is almost entirely in collisionally excited lines of the same ions that emit X-rays after charge exchange in the solar wind. However, the excitation mechanism is very different. In thermal emission near collisional ionization equilibrium, even the first excited state is the state and the ensuing radiative transitions in the series. These diagnostics are robust and depend only on atomic physics for given interstellar temperatures and solar wind velocities. Both observation and atomic theory are difficult in the R12 band where the line spectrum is crowded and therefore SWCX cannot be a major contributor. However, some individual lines, particularly O vii and O viii K lines, provide interesting and useful diagnostics of the poorly understood distribution of this hotter interstellar gas (Yoshino et al. 2009) and there is both expectation and evidence that SWCX can contribute significantly to these lines (Gupta et al. 2009).

In the 1 keV band, most of the Galactic emission is from 1.5 to 3 × 10^6 K gas in the disk and halo with significant contributions from stellar emission in the plane and toward the Galactic center. Shadowing observations of nearby molecular clouds show that most of this emission comes from distances > 200 pc (Snowden et al. 1993; Kuntz et al. 1997) and therefore SWCX cannot be a major contributor. However, some individual emission lines, particularly O vii and O viii K lines, provide interesting and useful diagnostics of the poorly understood distribution of this hotter interstellar gas (Yoshino et al. 2009) and there is both expectation and evidence that SWCX can contribute significantly to these lines (Gupta et al. 2009).

Time variations in the solar wind would seemingly allow easy isolation of a SWCX contribution to the diffuse X-ray background, but variations in the solar wind flux with solar cycle are partially canceled by a correlated variation in depletion of H I exchange targets by photoionization. One might also expect variation with solar system viewing geometry. This has in fact been observed (Koutroupa et al. 2009a) and further observations are planned (Galeazzi et al. 2011). However, these variations are a small fraction of the total predicted SWCX emission, so large and uncertain correction factors must be applied to the measured values.

Another avenue for distinguishing SWCX contributions lies in high spectral resolution observations. The differences are subtle since thermal emission in this temperature range is almost entirely in collisionally excited lines of the same ions that emit X-rays after charge exchange in the solar wind. However, the excitation mechanism is very different. In thermal emission near collisional ionization equilibrium, even the first excited state is usually several kT above the ground state so there is very little collisional excitation of higher n states. On the other hand, in charge exchange the electron is initially transferred to a level at approximately the same binding energy as its ground state level in neutral hydrogen or helium. For the highly ionized metals producing SWCX, this is a high n state and the ensuing radiative cascade can produce relatively large amounts of the higher transitions in the series. These diagnostics are robust and depend only on atomic physics for given interstellar temperatures and solar wind velocities. Both observation and atomic theory are difficult in the R12 band where the line spectrum is crowded and most of the emission is from L lines of intermediate metal ions with many electrons. However, an initial attempt can be made by picking particularly favorable lines at somewhat higher energies where the spectrum is less crowded.

The X-Ray Quantum Calorimeter (XQC) is a high-resolution spectrometer designed to study the diffuse X-ray background emission below 1 keV. Its high spectral resolution is advantageous for investigating spectral differences between SWCX and thermal emission from hot gas, and the O vii and C vi lines have sufficient intensity to be measured in a brief rocket flight. In this paper we present the results of a sounding rocket flight of XQC. A discussion of the sounding rocket instrument is in Section 2, and the flight is described in Section 3. The data reduction is detailed in Section 4 with analysis of science results in Section 5.

2. THE X-RAY QUANTUM CALORIMETER SOUNDING ROCKET INSTRUMENT

The XQC instrument has been described previously by McCammon et al. (2002). It employs microcalorimeter detectors cooled to 50 mK by a combination of pumped liquid helium and an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator. The energy resolution was 11 eV FWHM below 1 keV and a mechanical stop defined the ~1 sr field of view. Here we give a brief overview of significant changes since the previous flight.

2.1. UV/Vis/IR Blocking Filters

Room-temperature infrared radiation must be attenuated by about 10^8 to limit heat load and shot noise on the detectors. This was accomplished by a series of five 20 nm aluminum filters supported on thin plastic films. Two major improvements were made for this flight. One was to change the film from 100 nm parylene to 50 nm polyimide, improving both strength and X-ray transmission. The other was the addition of support meshes for the three largest filters, a change that increased filter robustness and ease of handling. The high thermal conductivity of the mesh allowed for better thermal control and more efficient use of decontamination heaters. The outer mesh and filter are shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Calorimeter Array

The detector array used the same technology employed in the previous flight (McCammon et al. 2002): ion-implanted semiconductor thermistors with HgTe absorbers. The new array had thirty-six 2 mm × 2 mm pixels in a 6 × 6 configuration, providing four times the collecting area of the previous unit. The detector time constants were close to 9 ms, about three times longer than intended, which introduced the pileup problems described in Section 4.2. A 1 μm gold coating was added to the front of the array’s silicon substrate to increase the substrate heat capacity. This greatly lowered the rate of triggered signals induced on nearby pixels when a cosmic ray passed through the substrate, changing it from 0.1 counts s^{-1} mm^{-2} for the previous flight to 0.007 counts s^{-1} mm^{-2} for this flight. It would also greatly alleviate the increase in noise from X-ray hits on adjacent pixels and the surrounding frame when a strong source is observed, such as is planned for future X-ray satellite missions. A photograph of the array is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Electronics

A few changes were made to the electronics to accommodate the slower pulses. The sampling rate was halved to 10.4 kHz and the number of samples telemetered on each event was doubled to 2048. On-board flash memory storage was added to capture the continuous data stream from each pixel, allowing the complete history of all pulses to be taken into account during analysis.

3. THE SOUNDING ROCKET FLIGHT

The experiment flew 2008 May 1 at 05:30 UT as flight 36.223UG from White Sands Missile Range. We obtained four minutes of on-target data at altitudes above 160 km. For about 30 minutes immediately before launch and for six minutes afterward while the payload was descending on the parachute, we recorded calibration data from a low energy fluorescent line source on the gate valve slide. We centered the field of view at the Galactic coordinates of l = 90°, b = +60°, the same target as the previous flight. A hard landing completely destroyed the detectors and filters, precluding any additional post-flight calibration or diagnosis.
Figure 1. Silicon support mesh for the largest of five blocking filters (left). A 20 nm aluminum filter supported by 50 nm polyimide is bonded to the support mesh (right). The mesh consists of two layers of hexagonal grids: an 8 μm thick fine mesh and a 200 μm thick coarse support mesh. The fine mesh has 5 μm leg width and 330 μm pitch, while the coarse mesh has 65 μm leg width and 5.3 mm pitch. Only the coarse mesh is visible in the photos. The transmission of the complete mesh is ∼97% for X-ray energies below 2 keV.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Detector array used during flight. The array, consisting of thirty-six 2 mm × 2 mm pixels, is shown mounted in the inner detector box. The frame was gold-coated to minimize response to cosmic ray hits.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4. DATA REDUCTION

The data analysis scheme employed an optimal filter, gain drift corrections using pulses from the continuous 3.3 keV calibration source, and individual corrections for the slight energy non-linearity of each pixel before combining X-ray events into a single spectrum. The long time constant of these detectors meant that a substantial fraction of the pulses occurred during the tail of a previous pulse, and new data analysis techniques were developed to handle these overlaps.

4.1. Interference Removal

Microphonics affected the high-impedance detector pixels. The cryostat was well-isolated from the rocket body, but operation of the gate valve motor at the beginning of observations excited strong microphonics due to vibrations of the detector pixels on their thermal isolation support legs. The vibrations decayed with time constants of seconds to minutes and had fundamental resonant frequencies of around 500 Hz. The time-varying amplitudes of these vibrations were unique to the on-target time, so an optimal filter constructed from pre-flight data would not have the gate valve induced microphonics and hence would not notch them out. However, since 98% of the signal power was below 100 Hz, applying a low pass filter with a corner frequency of ∼400 Hz to the data removed the microphonics while having little effect on the signal.

Pickup at 60.04 Hz from a commutator in the housekeeping electronics was well within the signal bandpass, but had a very stable frequency and amplitude. The interference was fit in the time domain for each pixel and subtracted from the data streams. This eliminated the interference while removing a negligible amount of signal bandwidth.

4.2. Overlapped Pulse Technique

The optimal estimate of the signal amplitude when the shape of the pulse and the noise spectrum are known is obtained with a filter which weights the \( i \)th frequency bin by \( \bar{s}_i/n^2_i \), where \( \bar{s}_i \) is the complex conjugate of the signal power spectrum and \( n^2_i \) is the mean noise power (Moseley et al. 1988; Szymkowiak et al. 1993; Boyce et al. 1999; McCammon 2005). To obtain sufficient frequency resolution to efficiently take into account 1/f noise and interference lines, it is desirable to include about 60 decay time constants in each filtered pulse.

In the original flight electronics, analog filtering and level discriminators were used to trigger the telemetered transmission of a ∼200 ms digitized interval around each detected pulse. These intervals could be digitally filtered on the ground with an optimized filter to extract the best possible signal to noise ratio. Due to slow detectors with time constants of ∼9 ms paired with an overall count rate of 1.8 s\(^{-1}\) pixel\(^{-1}\) during the on-target portion of the flight, there was a high incidence of overlap where the peaks of pulses were separated by less than 600 ms. To avoid either degraded energy resolution or an unacceptable dead time,
we used the continuously logged output of each pixel from the onboard data recorder to correct for overlapping pulses. An optimal filter with 1.3 Hz frequency resolution was constructed by finding enough isolated 3.3 keV calibration line events to make an 800 ms average pulse that was transformed to find the signal power spectrum. Similarly, we selected pulse-free sections to obtain the noise spectrum. The resulting filter was transformed to the time domain and convolved with the entire data record for that pixel. We used the filtered average calibration-line pulse as a template for the filtered pulse shape. In the assumption of strict linearity, the filtered record should be the sum of suitably scaled copies of this template at the location of each pulse. We located the largest pulses first and used an iterative subtraction to locate all the events above noise. Then a simultaneous fit was made to refine the times and amplitudes of all the located pulses. An example of fitting four overlapped pulses is given in Figure 3. The detectors are actually about 2.5% nonlinear at 3.3 keV, primarily due to the large nonlinearity of the temperature dependence of the thermometer resistance. We developed an empirical correction for pulses peaking within 120 ms of a large (>2.5 keV) pulse. Shape changes were very small and were neglected.

The on-target data were processed with both this method and a conventional one-pulse-at-a-time analysis that used a 200 ms sample length to keep dead time low. The overlapped analysis had an energy resolution of 11 eV FWHM below 1 keV, while the conventional analysis gave 22 eV FWHM. For pulses separated by ≤ 24 ms where the initial pulse had an energy below 2.5 keV and by ≤ 72 ms for initial pulses above 2.5 keV, energy resolution was degraded even after correction and these time intervals were excluded. Though effective for our limited amount of data, this technique is not an ideal solution as it is computationally expensive and is impractical to run in real time.

4.3. Blocking Filter Contamination

By comparing to a previous observation of the same field (McCammon et al. 2002), we found that our observed sky rates were roughly 75% too low at energies below 0.5 keV, ~85% too low around 0.6 keV, and ~30% too low around 1.5 keV. Since measurements taken over many years have found similar emission for times not enhanced by solar flares or coronal mass ejections (McCammon & Sanders 1990; Snowden et al. 1995; Yoshino et al. 2009), the lower rates indicated a loss of sensitivity. This was almost certainly due to contamination on one or more of the infrared blocking filters.

Calibration data confirmed that contamination formed during the flight. During times preceding the launch and on the parachute, a small fluorescent source on the gate valve slide illuminated the array with low energy lines at energies from 0.15 to 2.1 keV. These lines were used to check gain linearity and monitor filter transmission before and at the end of the flight.

Two of the gate valve source lines, O Kα and F Kα at 525 and 677 eV respectively, fall on opposite sides of the 543 eV oxygen absorption edge, making their ratio a highly sensitive probe of water ice contamination. The rates were as expected for 387 s of good pre-launch data at ~0.21 and 0.25 counts s⁻¹ pixel⁻¹. For 44 s of good data immediately following the observation while the payload was descending on the parachute, the rates had changed to 0.15 and 0.06 counts s⁻¹ pixel⁻¹. This change is consistent with the formation of about 1.1 μm of ice and appears to have occurred shortly after the gate valve was opened at 160 km, since the observed sky flux is constant for the remainder of the observation. A possible source of the ice was payload outgassing. This problem had not been observed on previous flights, but modifications for this flight included removal of a hermetic bulkhead separating the experiment sections from the rest of the payload (telemetry, boost-phase guidance system, attitude control system, and parachute) so the entire payload was vented through the aft end past the open gate valve.

Detected X-rays from the gate valve source pass through only the central 1% of the area of the outermost filter. Although ice contamination in the center of the outermost filter was consistent with the changes between pre-launch and parachute calibration data, the on-target sky rates were downward by about a factor of four at most energies below 1 keV which is not compatible with a uniform layer of 1.1 μm ice across the filter.

To characterize the nature of the contamination over the entire observed solid angle, we compared the on-target data to the previous flight. We fit, using XSPEC version 12.7.0.e, a multi-temperature APEC model to the data from the previous flight. The parameters of this model are given in Table 1. Both flights were made at a similar time of the year, at a similar time in the solar cycle, and with somewhat similar solar wind proton fluxes⁸ as shown in Figure 4.

---

We used the astrophysical source model to predict the observed rates for this flight assuming various models for the contamination. Since uniform coverage of $1.1 \mu m$ of ice overpredicted intensities by a factor of two below the oxygen edge and underpredicted by a factor of $\sim 1.5$ above the edge, we modeled the ice distribution as consisting of three thicknesses: $1.1 \mu m$ as seen in the center of the filter at the end of flight, ice thick enough to block sufficient transmission below the oxygen edge ($> 15 \mu m$), and areas clear of contamination. We found the best estimate to be 16% $1.1 \mu m$ ice, 16% clear of contamination, and 67% blocked (“model 1”). While this yielded a model that reasonably produced intensities below $0.8 \text{ keV}$, it underpredicted by roughly a factor of two above that energy. Attempts to improve model 1 above $0.8 \text{ keV}$ required thinning the blocked section. This, however, caused overpredictions below the oxygen edge.

Since using an ice-only contaminant model could not reproduce the observed spectrum over the entire $0.1-2.0 \text{ keV}$ region, we then explored other reasonable contaminants that might have the required behavior. When we allowed organic (carbon) contamination to replace blocking in the model, the best estimate of contamination coverage was 70% $880 \mu m$ carbon, 20% $1.1 \mu m$ water ice, and 10% clear (“model 2”). This produced a reasonable fit over the entire energy range. A credible fit could also be produced from 81% $880 \mu g cm^{-2}$ carbon, 1% $1.1 \mu m$ water ice, and 18% clear (“model 3”).

Lack of detailed knowledge of the contamination results in large uncertainties in the measured line intensities (roughly a factor of two below 600 eV). However, due to the small energy difference between C vi Ly$\alpha$ and Ly$\gamma$ and between the O vii F, I and R lines, there is little effect on these critical line ratios.

### 4.4. Derived Pulse Height Spectrum

While the telemetered on-target data had instrumental dead times of $\sim 30\%$, there was no instrumental dead time for data from the on-board recorders. Removing time intervals affected by electronically saturating or highly nonlinear events ($\geq 5 \text{ keV}$), saturating microphonics, and pileup for close pulses left a net live time of 154.5 s or 60% of the total. The spectrum from the target region of the sky is shown in Figure 5 along with the previously described multi-temperature thermal emission plus active galactic nuclei spectrum fit to a previous observation of this region (as given in Table 1) folded through contamination model 1. The C vi Ly$\alpha$ and Ly$\gamma$ lines are clearly present in the data along with the O vii F, I and R lines, and between the O vii Ly$\alpha$ and Ly$\gamma$ lines are clearly present in the data along with the O vii Ly$\alpha$ and Ly$\gamma$ lines.

No useful limits can be placed on the Fe-M line complex at 70 eV: only one count is observed, but even very small amounts of uniform ice contamination would greatly reduce sensitivity at such low energies.

### 5. ANALYSIS OF CHARGE EXCHANGE VERSUS THERMAL EMISSION

The proton flux shown in Figure 4 and the heavy ion fluxes in Figure 6 are at values consistent with times not enhanced by solar flares or coronal mass ejections for the five days preceding flight (Henley & Shelton 2010; Koutroumpa et al. 2006, and references therein). In these circumstances, charge exchange on neutrals in Earth’s geocorona should be negligible (Robertson & Cravens 2003). Our high ecliptic latitude line of
Figure 5. Upper panel displays the observed spectrum from the target region of the sky while the lower panel shows the model reported in Table 1 folded through both the instrument response and contamination model 1 consisting of regions of thick ice, 1.1 μm ice, and clear (thick line). The throughput curve (thin line) in the bottom panel is shaped predominantly by the blocking filters and the contamination model. For comparison, the bottom panel also shows the folded model for contamination model 2 (dotted line).

Figure 6. Heavy ion fluxes for C⁺⁶ (solid line) and O⁺⁷ (dotted line) are calculated using data from the ACE SWICS instrument and are shifted in time by ∼3400 s to correct for travel time from the satellite to the Earth. The dot-dashed line shows the time of flight.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>O vii</th>
<th>O vii</th>
<th>O vii</th>
<th>C vi</th>
<th>C vi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F/(F+I+R))</td>
<td>(I/(F+I+R))</td>
<td>(R/(F+I+R))</td>
<td>Lyα/(Lyα + Lyγ)</td>
<td>Lyγ/(Lyα + Lyγ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unabsorbed thermal (0.0808 keV)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed thermal (0.0808 keV)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed thermal (0.188 keV)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net thermal</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCX</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. — Thermal components described in Table 1.

sight had a short path through the slow solar wind, which has the larger heavy ion content (Koutroumpa et al. 2009b), and passed mostly through regions of fast wind as seen in Figure 7. For this sight line with average solar minimum conditions, D. Koutroumpa (2012, private communication) used the method outlined in Koutroumpa et al. (2006) to predict O vii intensities of \(F = 0.80\) photons cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) sr\(^{-1}\) (LU), \(I = 0.20\) LU, and \(R = 0.16\) LU, giving a mean energy of 564.2 eV. She also predicted C vi intensities of Lyα = 1.94 LU and Lyγ = 0.47 LU for a ratio of Lyγ/Lyα = 0.24. The fractional line contributions for thermal emission were obtained from the APEC thermal models in XSPEC as shown in Table 2. As can be seen from the
Figure 7. Line of sight for the observation from a side view (upper panel) and a top view (lower panel).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Contaminant Model</th>
<th>Contaminant Model</th>
<th>Contaminant Model</th>
<th>Expected SWCX</th>
<th>Expected Thermal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;vi&lt;/sub&gt; Ly&lt;sub&gt;γ&lt;/sub&gt;/Ly&lt;sub&gt;α&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&lt;sub&gt;vii&lt;/sub&gt; Kα centroid (eV)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>567.9±2.4</td>
<td>568.1±2.3</td>
<td>567.6±2.6</td>
<td>564.2</td>
<td>568.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. All uncertainties are reported at 90% confidence level.

<sup>a</sup> 67% blocked, 16% 1.1 μm water ice, 16% clear.

<sup>b</sup> 70% 4 μm carbon, 20% 1.1 μm water ice, 10% clear.

<sup>c</sup> 81% 4 μm carbon, 1% 1.1 μm water ice, 18% clear.

<sup>d</sup> Fit to previous flight is 0.2±0.3 (McCammon et al. 2002).

<sup>e</sup> Fit to previous flight is 568.9±3.1 eV.

Table 3

The derived line contributions are not sensitive to details of the thermal models.

Line fluxes were initially determined by setting the C and O abundances to zero in the XSPEC thermal model of Table 1, but otherwise keeping all parameters fixed. Emission for C and O was supplied by lines of fixed energy and negligible width but adjustable amplitude for C<sub>vi</sub> Ly<sub>α</sub> (368 eV), C<sub>vi</sub> Ly<sub>γ</sub> (459 eV), O<sub>viii</sub> (653 eV), and O<sub>vii</sub> Kβ (666 eV). We did not attempt to fit C<sub>vi</sub> Ly<sub>β</sub> because it is blended with stronger N<sub>vi</sub> lines. The O<sub>vii</sub> triplet (F = 560.9 eV, I = 568.5 eV, and R = 574.0 eV) was fit with a single Gaussian of variable energy, amplitude, and resolution. Table 3 gives the C<sub>vi</sub> line ratios and O<sub>vii</sub> K-line centroid (mean of Gaussian) energies for the different contamination models, along with the values expected for pure thermal and charge exchange sources. The observed values are consistent with C<sub>vi</sub> being dominated by charge exchange, while O<sub>vii</sub> appears to be predominantly thermal emission. The relatively large uncertainties require only that charge exchange provide at least 0.2, 0.3, and 0.6 of the total C<sub>vi</sub> emission for the different contamination models, while it generates less than 0.81, 0.76, and 0.88 of the O<sub>vii</sub>. Confidence limits were derived by varying the C<sub>vi</sub> line ratio or O<sub>vii</sub> Gaussian mean energy until χ<sup>2</sup> was increased by 2.706 above its minimum value (90% confidence for a single parameter), while simultaneously minimizing with respect to all other parameters. We found the energy scale systematic uncertainties to be small: fluorescent lines at 277, 525, and 677 eV from the gate valve slide calibration source were all within 0.5 eV of the expected energies during the 30 minutes directly preceding the launch, and the 3313 eV continuous source used to track the detector gain showed that it changed by less than the ∼0.2% statistical uncertainty between this period and the on-target time.
The Astrophysical Journal

The line ratio and centroid values shown in Table 3 are themselves largely independent of any assumptions about the source spectrum and could be used to constrain different models. However, our energy resolution is comparable to the O vii K line spacing, so it should be possible to get a better limit on the fractional contribution of charge exchange if we use the predicted line ratios and fit the individual lines. We again took the model from Table 1 with fixed parameters, set the O and C abundances to zero, and substituted fixed-energy lines for these elements. We fit six lines, \( F_{\text{CX}} \), \( I_{\text{CX}} \), \( R_{\text{CX}} \), \( F_{\text{THERM}} \), \( I_{\text{THERM}} \), and \( R_{\text{THERM}} \), with ratios constrained by the predictions shown in Table 2, so the six lines could be fit with two free parameters, taken to be the sum of the six components and the ratio of the sum of the three charge exchange lines to all six. The ratio of \( F_{\text{CX}} + I_{\text{CX}} + R_{\text{CX}} \) to the total thermal plus charge exchange O vii was varied while simultaneously minimizing other parameters until \( \chi^2 \) increased by 2.706 above its minimum. The resulting 90% upper limits on the fraction are 0.68, 0.65, and 0.67 for the three contamination models, as shown in Table 4. These are noticeable improvements over the limits derived from the mean energy fits in Table 2.

For consistency we used an equivalent procedure to derive limits on the charge exchange contribution to C vi, although we do not expect to get different results in this case and in fact the limits in Table 4 are identical to those derived from the line ratio limits in Table 3.

We can combine the total O vii line intensity of 4.8 LU from the previous flight (McCammon et al. 2002) with our fractional SWCX contribution to get 1.1 LU for the heliospheric SWCX O vii K\( \alpha \) line during the current observation. This is consistent with Koutoumpa’s O vii prediction of 1.2 LU of heliospheric SWCX for this line of sight during solar minimum. Foreground (\( D < 200 \) pc) emission from shadowing observations at high ecliptic latitudes during solar minimum is \( \sim 1 \pm 1 \) LU (Gupta et al. 2009; Henley & Shelton 2008). Yoshino (2008) observed O vii and O viii emission at many latitudes during solar minimum and found there to be an approximately isotropic 2 \( \pm 1 \) LU floor in O vii intensity that had no associated O viii. He attributed this to either steady heliospheric charge exchange or thermal emission from the LHB. Swaney et al. (2010) however put a two sigma upper limit of 1 LU on any O vii emission from the LHB based on lack of spatial correlation between O vii flux and R12 band emission. These observations provide some evidence for a SWCX contribution that is similar to our findings.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification</th>
<th>Contaminant Model 1</th>
<th>Contaminant Model 2</th>
<th>Contaminant Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C viSWCX/C viTotal</td>
<td>( &gt;0.2 )</td>
<td>( &gt;0.3 )</td>
<td>( &gt;0.6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O viSWCX/O viiTotal</td>
<td>0.24 ( ^{+0.04}_{-0.04} )</td>
<td>0.23 ( ^{+0.04}_{-0.03} )</td>
<td>0.23 ( ^{+0.04}_{-0.03} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. All uncertainties and limits are reported at 90% confidence level.

\( ^{a} \) See footnotes to Table 3.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

Despite the loss of sensitivity due to contamination of a blocking filter, we can conclude that there is a significant contribution of (1) thermal emission to the observed O vii emission and (2) SWCX to C vi emission. Since the significance of these results is limited almost entirely by statistical precision, modest amounts of additional data will appreciably improve our understanding of SWCX contributions to these lines. Better limits on contributions to the bulk of the flux in the important R12 band where emission lines are narrowly spaced will require both improved instrumentation to resolve individual lines below 280 eV and increased knowledge of the atomic physics of both charge exchange and collisional excitation for some of the important transitions.
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